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SOLUTIONS
Whether your application is Rockbreaking, 
Demolition, Compaction, Road Maintenance, 
Crushing, Trenching, Tunnel excavation, 
Quarrying, Profiling, Cutting or Construction 
of underground utilities Walkers Hammers 
have a solution. 

With over 40 years of experience in excavator 
attachments we have selected the industry 
leading products so that you can choose from 
a variety of quality and reliable equipment 
allowing you to work more efficiently, faster 
and most importantly safer. 

MAINTENANCE
Maintaining your hydraulic attachments in peak 
condition is our promise. No matter how big or 
small your attachment is, we are at your service. 

Our experienced technicians rebuild, service and 
repair hammers, compaction plates and other 
excavator hydraulic attachments in all makes and 
models in our custom designed workshop in Laverton. 
We also have two fully equipped onsite service 
vehicles whenever an emergency repair onsite is 
required. 

We understand your equipment is needed on site and 
therefore we work towards quick turnaround time 
ensuring your attachment is back on site without delay.

To avoid unnecessary downtime and ensure your 
attachments’ warranties remain valid we will contact 
you when your attachment is due for service and help 
you keep your attachments’ service records up to date.

PRODUCTIVITY
Using the right Tool is a key to Productivity. Correctly 
matching the right tool to the job application is critical 
to achieving the highest level of production with the 
lowest possible operating costs. We supply all genuine 
parts, tools and consumables for all your needs. Our 
trained technicians also offer product training on our 
products as well as operator training to ensure you are  
achieving the maximum return on your capital 
investment.

OPTIMAL AND SAFE OPERATION

Choose the Correct Size Attachment. To ensure 
optimal and safe operation it is important the 
attachment is within the lifting capacity of your carrier. 

Our experienced staff  will help you identify a range 
of suitable attachments for your carrier, choose the 
correct size attachment and maximise the life of your 
investment. 

SALES
SERVICE

SPAREPARTS
TOOLS

ADVICE



Whether your application is primary breaking, primary or secondary 
demolition, trenching, asphalt cutting, ground compacting, 
metallurgical industry or specialised areas such as scaling, 
tunneling and underwater demolition Rammer has a solution. 

The Rammer brand has been setting standards for breaking for over 
three decades and was the first brand to offer large and heavy duty 
hydraulic rockbreakers for tough conditions.  

CONSTANT AND HIGH     
BREAKING POWER
With Rammer’s sealed high pressure 
membrane accumulator system constant 
and high breaking power is maintained 
at all times because the membrane 
accumulator is gas leakage proof. It does 
not require re-fill or any special sealing 
system making Rammer Rockbreakers a 
reliable and productive partner for your 
carrier, particularly in remote locations.

REDUCED BREAKING TIMES
Rammer’s patented Fixed Blow Energy operating principle ensures 
maximum impact energy regardless of the operating oil flow. This 
means that every impact – from first to last – is at maximum power, 
regardless of oil flow or frequency, reducing breaking time and 
maximising productivity. 

RAMDATA  
Ramdata is a device fixed to the rockbreaker to 
assist owners, operators and service personnel 
•   monitor operating hours
• report on cycle times
Ramdata report helps plan service intervals 
which are critical in maintaining the 
rockbreaker in peak condition and preserving 
the factory warranty. The Ramdata report also 
reports on cycle times to alert if maximum 
cycle times have exceeded 15 seconds as 
longer cycle times can cause internal failures.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
All new large Rammer rockbreakers with the exception of 7013 come 
backed with a  Lifetime Warranty that is designed to last for the 
lifetime of the product, which for a professional user is a maximum of 
10 years. The 1,000 hour/one year service intervals have been designed 
to meet the service demands of a product working under normal 
conditions. This unique warranty program - the longest within the 
industry - and the local dealer support will give you peace of mind that 
your Rammer rockbreaker keeps hitting hard. 

RAMMER 
HYDRAULIC 

ROCKBREAKERS

pressurised gas above 
the membrane

pressurised oil below 
the membrane

membrane

WALKERS HAMMERS IS THE EXCLUSIVE 

AUTHORISED RAMMER DEALER IN VIC & TAS

Rammer’s comprehensive 
range of powerful and 
durable hydraulic 
rockbreakers are suitable 
for carriers in the 
0.8 to 100 tonnes 
operating weight class.



RAMMER 
DEMOLITION 

SOLUTIONS
DEMOLITION GRAPPLES
The Rammer range of RG demolition grapples consists of 
three models, designed to close the gap between sorting 
grapples, demolition crushers and pulverizers.

These powerful universal heavy duty demolition grapples 
are suited for excavators between 10 and 60 tonnes 
offering massive crushing between 500 - 800 kN and 
endless 360° hydraulic rotation to allow precision 
placement and maximum demolition.

SORTING GRAPPLES
Rammer’s RG sorting grapples are designed for handling 
material volumes up to 890 litres whilst endless 360° 
hydraulic rotation allows precision handling and 
placement. 

The Rammer range of RG sorting grapples consists of five 
models, from 280kg up to 2,020kg and they suit 
excavators in from 3 to 40 tonnes.

CUTTER CRUSHERS
The RC Cutter-Crusher range features three models all 
of which deliver a class leading power to weight ratio. 
RC504 and  RC706 with their lightweight design can be 
mounted on carriers from 2.5 up to 9 tonnes, and the 
RC2022 is the number one choice for carriers between 
20 and 40 tonnes. When it comes to the demolition of 
reinforced concrete, Rammer’s RC Cutter-Crusher range 
has been designed to get the job done.

MULTIPROCESSORS
Rammer’s RD Multiprocessors are designed to perform a 
broad array of duties. Engineered for both primary and 
secondary applications, these models are suitable for 
carriers from 6 to 35 tonnes, for crushing concrete, 
cutting re-inforced structures, pulverising and demolition. 
RD Multiprocessors are designed with interchangeable jaws 
to allow them to be adapted to the specific application at 
hand, ensuring maximum productivity every time.

PULVERISERS
Rammer RB Pulverisers are ideally suited for carriers from 
18 to 42 tonnes for use in a wide range of secondary 
demolition and recycling duties. They are designed for 
fast and effective material separation, a key aspect of the 
recycling process. The broad jaw design coupled with their 
extra wide jaw opening allows for large amounts of 
material to be processed at a time for maximum 
productivity.



SAFE AND EFFECTIVE BOOMS 
With more than 30 years of experience in the construction, 
manufacturing, supply and servicing of hydraulic boom 
systems in the mining industry and quarries world-wide, 
Rammer is specialising in the supply of complete boom 
systems to accommodate the specific needs of the user and 
enhance the safety. 

Stringent quality and safety standards are adhered to during 
manufacturing and due to the high volume production 
Rammer Booms are extremely economical compared to 
other boom systems on the market. 

Rammer has the right boom for every need as the Boom 
ystems range is wide, with 40 models from 1,000kg up 
to 18 tonne heavy duty models, with reaches from 1 metre 
up to 17 metres. 

INCREASED PRODUCTION WITH 
SYSTEM DESIGN AND INTEGRATION 
With our team of experienced engineering professionals, we 
can provide assistance in optimising the operation of your 
Rammer Boom System and provide integrated control system 
options to increase efficiency and reduce downtime due to 
rockbreaking. 

We will help you choose the right boom, controls and 
powerpack to match the applications and rockbreaker 
requirements. By reviewing rockbreaker selections, boom 
size and park positions and also safely coordinating the 
opening of fly rock screens with selected boom movements 
we can help minimise total cycle times and provide 
improvements in crushing plant availability and throughput.

TELE-REMOTE OPERATION, AUTOMATED MOVEMENTS 
AND COLLISION AVOIDANCE PACKAGES AVAILABLE

Z SERIES
for mobile crushing plants and/or impact 
crushers to clear blockages and bridging.
C SERIES
light weight, multipurpose booms to 
be typically used in quarries to clear 
blockages and bridging. 
D SERIES
light weight, multipurpose booms that 
have been designed to be mounted on 
mobile crushing plants and impact 
crushers to clear blockages and bridging.
G SERIES
a low profile compact underground 
boom with long horizontal reach.  
S SERIES
built to take heavy loads in quarry and 
mining applications to enhance the 
productivity of stationary crushers by 
feeding material to the crushers and 
raking the hopper area.
M SERIES
for applications like underground 
grizzlies as the capacity of the boom 
construction is heavier to withstand 
the tougher duty cycles.
L SERIES
for applications including gyratory 
crushers in mines and quarries and 
grizzlies in mines demanding long reach 
and high breaking power 
XM SERIES
specially designed for mining markets. 
XM series booms feature a multi-fit 
pedestal, that makes replacing existing, 
worn-out boom systems more 
convenient. 

XL SERIES
for applications demanding high duty 
cycles, long reach and high breaking 
power. 
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CONSTANT MILLING
DEPTH. ALWAYS!

Simex PL Self Levelling Planers

Whether your application is scarification 
of urban surfaces, asphalt milling, 
potholes or asphalt potholes repair 
Simex PL Self Levelling Planers keep the 
milling depth constant in all conditions 
and ensure:

•  perfect levelling of planed surfaces 
as there are no height differences 
with side-by-side milling

•  perfect planer grip in the presence 
of uneven grounds, pavements, rises 
and bumps and slopingsurfaces.

Simex Self Levelling Planers suit skid 
steer loaders, hydrostatic drive loaders 
and backhoe loaders. With the option of 
using multi tooth special drums you can 
remove horizontal road markings, perform 
road scarifying or take off the top few 
millimetres of a concrete or asphalt 
surface.

PLB Swinging Planers for 
backhoes and excavators 
have been designed for safe horizontal, 
vertical or inclined milling and cutting.

Strong protective structure of Swinging 
Planers prevent material from being 
thrown forwards ensuring safe operation 
on any surface either horizontal, 
vertical or inclined. 

SAVE TIME AND 
MONEY!

Simex ST Asphalt Floats 

With the Simex Asphalt Floats you do the 
tasks up to ten times quicker than 
manually and cleaner.

When your application requires laying 
asphalt on small surfaces such as foot-
paths and utility trenches or levelling 
the shoulder of roads, Simex Asphalt 
Float is your choice. 

Simex Asphalt Floats have a maximum 
paving width of 1.70 metres and 
depending on the model, they can extend 
laterally up to 1.02 or 1.62 metres out-
side the wheel i.e. for sidewalk asphalt 
surfacing. Whatever the application 
Simex Asphalt Floats save both time and 
money yet provide excellent quality of 
the final result.

An innovative design ensures the ease 
of use making the work quicker, cleaner 
and more consistent than when done 
manually as asphalt is simply placed 
on the ground in front of the Float and 
spread from there. Mechanically adjusted 
“Scraper blade” allows for setting and 
adjusting the final compacting material 
thickness.

Asphalt Floats suit skid steer loaders, as 
well as backhoe loaders and front-end 
loaders with a max width of 1600mm.

MAXIMUM 
SAFETY!

Simex CT Vibrating 
Compaction Wheels 

When your application is to compact the 
bottom of trenches Simex CT vibrating 
compaction wheels offer the ideal 
solution. 

With Simex Compaction wheels a firm, 
even and extremely compact bed will be 
achieved that is essential for the 
durability of the trench preventing the 
road surface from caving in and therefore 
offering maximum road traffic safety.

Compaction wheels are available in 
different wheel widths that are quick 
and easy to change. With the ability 
to change the wheel pads you can 
compact drenches of different 
widths from 200mm  to 400mm.

Suitable for skid steer loaders, as well as 
backhoe loaders and other loaders.

 SIMEX ATTACHMENTS



SMALL FIXED-SECTION 
TRENCHING.

Simex T Wheel Excavators 

When your application requires small 
fixed-section trenching i.e. for the 
laying of utilities up to a maximum 
depth of 800mm and width of 30-250 mm 
on asphalt, concrete and rock Simex T 
wheel excavators are your solution.

With high level of visibility, wheel 
protection at all depths and hydraulic 
piston motors with direct wheel drive 
provide you with safety and high 
performance for the works requiring 
cutting small sections of trenches on 
hard or compacted surfaces.

Wheels are available in different widths 
making the Wheel Excavators versatile 
and to meet requirements of many 
different fixed-section trenching. 

The range of Simex T wheel excavators 
can be used with skid steer loaders as 
well as backhoe loaders or compact 
track loaders.

LOW NOISE AND 
VIBRATION LEVEL.

Simex TF Rotary Cutters  

When conventional digging systems are 
too weak and percussion tools have 
little effect choose Simex Rotaty Cutters 
that are designed for trench work in hard 
and compacted ground, for concrete and 
rock wall profiling, dredging, demolition 
and quarry work.

Rotary Cutter heads give excellent 
results for certain types of fixed-section 
trenching when excavating hard and 
rocky materials, as well as for mining 
and tunneling applications. Rotary Cutters 
come with models to suit 1.5-70 metric 
tonne excavators and can be used in 
quarries with a variety of rock, including 
limestone, gypsum or schist with rocks 
having a hardness of up to 85 mPa.

Rotary Cutters are ideal for vibration 
sensitive works as they produce very 
little vibration compared to an impact 
tool i.e. rockbreaker.  With different 
cutter drum options and tools with 
different features Rotary Cutters are 
suitable for a range of job types and 
various materials requiring milling. 

The patented design of direct drive, high 
displacement hydraulic piston motor 
ensures high performance and low 
speed/high torque without a need of 
reduction gear box.

TURN WASTE INTO 
USABLE MATERIAL.

Simex CBE Crusher Buckets 

Turn crushable waste material such as 
bricks, concrete, glass, reinforced 
concrete, natural aggregates, tiles, 
asphalt slabs into usable material on 
your construction/demolition site. 

The Simex CBE range of crusher buckets 
are easy to use and the crushed material 
can be discharged to a suitable location 
on site or directly into the back of a 
waste disposal truck.

With Simex CBE crusher buckets you can 
efficiently reduce the volume of mixed 
materials and reinforced concrete 
because its rotor crushing design can 
also process sticky materials such as 
clay, wood, humid or wet products 
and plastic. Crushing teeth are easy to 
change to produce the crushed material 
in different-sized pieces: 0-50/100mm.

Simex CBE crusher buckets suit 
excavators and backhoe loaders 
between 7 - 55 tonnes.

CB Crusher Buckets 

Simex CB range of crusher buckets can 
also be mounted on skid steer loaders, 
backhoe loaders, compact track loaders 
and larger models on wheel loaders, and 
telescopic handlers making them ideal 
in small and confined worksites. 

WALKERS HAMMERS IS THE EXCLUSIVE 

AUTHORISED SIMEX DEALER IN VIC & TAS



PNEUVIBE 
COMPACTION PLATES

GTS DIAMOND SAWS

SAFE, EFFICIENT AND SIMPLE TO CONNECT
PneuVibe’s series of boom mounted compactor plates are the solution 
for a wide range of applications, from working in narrow trenches to 
large backfill operations, providing the most efficient means for vertical 
and inclined compaction.

PneuVibe reaches out to compact backfill in unshored trenches completing 
the job safer, faster and cleaner than workers using the hand-held machines.

PneuVibe compactor plates can simply be connected to your machine’s 
existing hydraulics whether your machine is a small backhoe or a large 
crawler excavator. If you have existing hydraulic hammer piping on your 
machine connecting the compactor plate is even easier. 

ENGINEERED FOR OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE AND 
DURABILITY IN A WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS
 •  The impulse force generated from the vibration and static down 

pressure enables you to compact most soil types to required      
density levels 

•  With PneuVibe attachments you can effectively combine sheet and     
perform pile driving in certain soil conditions

•   The vibration from the compactor is ideal for compacting granular       
material as generated stress waves bring air to the surface



GTS DIAMOND SAWS
THE ULTIMATE CUTTING MACHINE
The GTS Diamond Saw range is built with the GTS quality 
hydraulic drive system and is available to suit 1.5 to 40 tonne 
excavators, with cutting depths from 410mm to 950 mm. The 
most versatile in its class.

Designed and manufactured in Australia with you in mind, the 
GTS Diamond Saw offers more benefits and features than any 
other hydraulic saw:

•  Lightweight, strong and robust design makes it easy to use

•  Bi-directional blade rotation allows for cutting in both 
directions

•  180 degree rotating head bracket provides rotation 
without the need to disconnect, saving you time and 
money

•  Instant brake system for added safety

•  Offset extension to suit, ideal for boundary cutting

•  No case drain line required, saving costs

•  Built in water spray system keeps diamonds cool whilst 
minimising dust pollution

• Rotating shield helps to control water spray

• Heavy duty stand, useful for storing and transport

GTS DIAMOND SAWS 
The UlTimaTe CUTTing maChine

Designed and manufactured in Australia with you in mind, 
the GTS Diamond Saw offers more benefits and features 
than any other hydraulic saw:

GroundTec Equipment
4 Madeline Street 
Strathfield South NSW 2136

Ph 02 9642 2030
FAx 02 9642 0879
EMAIl breakers@groundtec.com.au

•	 Lightweight, strong and robust design makes 
it easy to use

•	 Bi-directional blade rotation allows for cutting 
in both directions

•	 180 degree rotating head bracket provides 
rotation without the need to disconnect, 
saving you time and money

•	 Instant brake system for added safety

•	 Offset extension to suit, ideal for boundary 
cutting

•	 No case drain line required, saving costs

•	 Built in water spray system keeps diamonds 
cool whilst minimising dust pollution

•	 Rotating shield helps to control water spray

•	 Heavy duty stand, useful for storing and 
transport.

W W W . G R O U N D T E C . C O M . A U

EXCAVATING
DEMOLITION

BOUNDARY CUTTING
CONCRETE CUTTING

ROCK & STONE CUTTING
TRENCHING FOOTINGS

TRIMMING AND CABLING



BRETEC 
BREAKERS

HIGH IMPACT WITH LOWER COST    
When your application does not require a heavy 
duty breaker your solution is a Bretec breaker. 

The seven-model Bretec range of high quality breakers 
have been designed to provide the most simple and 
cost-effective solution to your breaking needs. 

The silenced housing offers increased noise prevention, 
making them ideal for urban applications. 

Bretec breakers come fully CE compliant and are 
manufactured in accordance with ISO 9001, ISO 
18001 and ISO 14001 standards by Sandvik Mining 
and Construction in Finland. 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Vibration dampening system
•  Less vibration or damage to the carrier

Sound suppression system          
•  Environmentally friendly and compliant 

with regulations

 Easy to service
•  Less downtime, more productive
•  Lower owning & operating costs

Massive tool sizes
•  Better productivity and                

durability

Nitrogen accumulator
•  Protects carrier’s hydraulics for
   lower repair costs

Idle Blow Protection 
(M17C, L20C, L30C)  

•   Prevents idle strokes which 
avoids internal stress               
extending life span driving to a 
lower owning and operating costs

 Automatic greasing system 
as retrofit for M17C, L20C, L30C 
•   Easy to install, protects          

premature wearing of critical 
hammer parts in order to keep 
peak  performance and extended 

     life span

WALKERS HAMMERS IS THE EXCLUSIVE 

AUTHORISED BRETEC DEALER IN VIC & TAS



TEFRA’s double-locking hydraulic 
QUICK HITCH for excavators has 
won the 2014 Queen’s Award for 
Enterprise in Innovation with a 
simple comprehensive solution 
of using a positive locking system 
rather than a gravity locking system 
thus making the crucial safety 
feature ‘active’ and not ‘passive’. 

TEFRA is fully compliant with the 
expected requirements of the 
forthcoming ISO 13031 global 
standard and has models available 
to suit excavators from 3 to 60 
tonnes. Quick hitches for larger 
excavators can be made to special 
order.  

TEFRA QUICK
     HITCH

TEFRA - THE SAFEST QUICK HITCH ON THE MARKET 

AUTO GREASE PUMP
BRAVO
Cost effective solution for multiple applications:

•  Mobile plant and vehicle lubrication
•  Machine tools: like glass working machines or 

wood-working machines
•  Heavy vehicles: like earth moving machines, 

harvesters and other uses for special machines or 
vehicles

•  Heavy industries: like mining or construction
•  Chain & gear lubrication

•  TEFRA has Multiple Safety Locking Mechanisms

•  In the event of hydraulic failure, the bucket remains secured on both 
pins thanks to the active safety system. However, ‘tell tale’ extra 
free movement indicates to the operator that there has been a loss of       
hydraulic pressure. 

•  Bucket cannot become detached whilst digging as the operator must 
intentionally go through the release sequence within the permitted 
release zone.

•  The Smart Valve system does not allow the bucket to be detached 
unless in the fully crowded in position.



Factory 3, 4-6 Somerleigh Rd, Laverton VIC 3026 
p. (03) 9315 3788
e. sales@walkershammers.com.au 

www.walkershammers.com.au 
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SAFE
QUICK AND 
EFFICIENT! 

Most of our product range 
can be hired, with 
minimal hassle, contracts 
and conditions. 

Flexible short or long term 
hire options so You will 
have the equipment you 
need, when you need it.

Browse our great range 
of equipment and check 
out the hire options on 
walkershammers.com.au 
or call us. 


